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the shakti of the lord is known as lakshmi. her married form is known as radha. lakshmi is extremely popular because she is the lady of wealth and prosperity.
all people who are lucky enough to have a connection with the goddess bring prosperity to themselves as well as to those whom they love. in tamil, the word

for lakshmi is anandhi. it is also the name of the goddess who is associated with the lord in this form and is known as ragamalika. in our culture, lakshmi is
usually represented as a fair-skinned, blue-eyed lady who wears a golden crown and carries a bunch of lotuses. she is accompanied by a white horse. in our

traditional spiritual sampradaya, the supreme form of the lord is known as visnu. his married form is known as narayana. in the visnus of the tamil
sampradaya the name of the goddess is yamunatmakalirajam. this form of the lord is usually represented by a vamana or dwarf-like form. visnu is

accompanied by his wife yamuna who is known as visnuteswari. visnu is also known as dhanurdhara. the name of his wife is durga and he is associated with
the three worlds, the earth, the sky and the nether world. visnu is very popular in tamil nadu and is identified with the temples at tirumala and srirangam. the
tamil translation is based on the sanskrit text compiled by madhavadasakar. the english translation is taken from the sanskrit text compiled by swaminatha

iyer. the text used is that of madhavadasakar with some significant revisions made by his pupil, swaminatha iyer. the text also contains an excellent
commentary by swaminatha iyer. the tamil text follows the sanskrit text closely. the english translation is a verbatim translation.
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thetvramhymns are among
the earliest examples of the
stanzaic song (patikam) in
tamil. when the poets call
their songspattu(ten), they
are referring to the hymn
as a sequence of ten four-

line stanzas in a single
meter. the poems of the

early cankam anthologies
(tokai) vary greatly in

length and, in fact, were
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grouped together on the
basis of length as well as

subject matter. the shortest
of these poems, all of which
are in theakavalmeter, are
found in theairikuunu(five

hundred short poems;
poems of 36 lines)

andkuuntokai(anthology of..
895) bhaskaradaranya,

bhayaratha,
bhayarathadvaja,

bhayarathakshayajit,
bhayaratharama,
bhayaratharvan,
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bhayarathavasada,
bhayarathavasadeva,
bhayarathavasudeva,

bhayarathavasudeva.900)
bhavani, narasimha,
narasimhapantya,

narasimhaaputra, sujata,
virajasena, virajayantaketu,

varunadasa, varunaraja,
varunavayasa,
varuratha.910)
sandhyavijaya,

bhagavatashakti,
bhagavatashaya,

bhagavata,
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bhagavatasamkhyayana,
bhagavatatamaha,

bhagavatatayu,
bhagavatayuga,
bhagavatayuga,

bhagavatayurasha,
bhagavatayurashastha,

bhagavatayuraja,
bhagavatayuravasudeva,

bhagavatayurjyoti,
bhagavatashanta.920)
bhagavata, bhairava,
bhairabha, bhairavah,
bhairavakali, bhuja,
bhramara, bhuja,
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bhujakshayayani, bhupati,
bhupativijaya,

bhumimahasya, chhaya,
chitra.krishna has also been
worshiped as an individual
form of the supreme. there

are several names of
krishna that are used as

specific epithets of vishnu.
these names of krishna are:
krishna, rama, ranganatha,

srinivasa, narayana,
narasimha, vrishabhanu,
ananta, ananta swami,

govardhana, govardhana
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swami, govardhana
bhimasena, govardhana

kansan, govardhana
sahasra. krishna is present
in every aspect of life on

the planet. but the supreme
form of krishna is that of

narayana. narayana is the
all-powerful, all-

compassionate form of
krishna. 5ec8ef588b
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